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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-461/94008(DRP)

Docket No. 50-461 License No. NPF-62

Licensee: Illinois Power Company
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, IL 62525

Facility Name: Clinton Power Station

Inspection At: Clinton Site, Clinton, Illinois

inspection Conducted: February 2 - May 16, 1994

Inspectors: P. G. Brochman
F. L. Brush

Approved By: / /
''

Brent Clayton, Chief OateReactor Projects Branch 1_

inspection Summary

Insnaction from February 2 through May 16. 1994. (Recort N_o__.
50-461/94008(DRP))
Areas Inspected: Special safety inspection by the resident inspectors to
review the circumstances surrounding the deliberate falsification of a quality
verification signature in a maintenance work request.

Results: One violation was identified (deliberate misconduct by an individual
in failing to follow a licensee procedure - paragraph 5.0).
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DETAILS

1.0 Persons Contacted

Illinois Power Compan_y (IP)

*J. Cook, Vice President
*R. Morgenstern, Manager - Clinton Power Station (CPS)
*J. Miller, Manager - Nuclear Station Engineering Department (NSED)
*R. Wyatt, Manager - Quality Assurance

.

*F. Spangenberg, III, Manager - Licensing and Safety
*D. Thompson, Manager - Training
*J. Palchak, Manager - Nuclear Planning and Support
*L. Everman, Director - Radiation Protection
*P. Yocum, Director - Plant Operations
*W. Clark, Director - Plant Maintenance
*K. Moore, Director - Plant Technical
*W. Bousquet, Director - Plant Support Services
*C. Elsasser, Director - Planning & Scheduling
*R. Phares, Director - Licensing
*R. Kerestes, Director - Nuclear Safety and Analysis .

*D. Korneman, Director - Systems and Reliability, NSED -

*J. Langley, Director - Design and Analysis, NSED
*J. Sipek, Supervisor - Regulatory Interface

The inspectors also contacted and interviewed other licensee and
contractor personnel during the course of this inspection.

Denotes those present during the exit interview on May 16, 1994.*

2.0 Purpose of the Inspection

To review the circumstances surrounding an issue of deliberate :
misconduct by a licensee employee involving the falsification of quality
verification signatures in maintenance work requests (MWR).

3.0 Description of the Event

;

On January 31, 1994, a quality verification (QV) inspector was reviewing
an NWR for closure and identified a signature in a QV witness point that
he had not made, 'although his name appeared there. Licensee management ;
initiated an investigation and a maintenance foreman admitted that he

,

had made the QV signature in this MWR and a second MWR last fall. The
licensee concluded that there had been no safety impact to the plant
from the falsified signatures. The licensee reviewed the completed work
packages this individual had supervised since October 1,1993, and did
not identify any additional problems. The licensee terminated the
maintenance foreman. Specific details are discussed below.

A QV inspector was performing training on reviewing MWRs for closure, |,

when he observed a signature in MWR D54383, job step 7B that appeared to- j
be his. However, he knew that he had not made the signature. The
signature was also lined through and initialed. The MWR was for work on
a refrigerant leak on a safety-related control room chiller. The
signature in question was on January 18, 1994. Quality Assurance
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management was immediately notified of this and brought in an outside i

investigator to evaluate this issue.

The personnel who had worked on the MWR were interviewed. The foreman
(first level supervisor), when confronted with the MWR, admitted that he
had falsified the signature of the QV inspector. Step 78 required QC i

witness points for verification of replacement parts and the setpoint of |
'a relief valve. The setpoint step was NA'd (not applicable) because the

relief valve was not replaced. The verification of the replacement 4

parts had the QV. inspector's signature and was also lined out. However,
no safety-related parts were actually replaced, so this step could have
also been NA'd.

The maintenance foreman also admitted falsifying QC witness point |
signatures in a second MWR during the refueling outage last fall. That
MWR (D30666) was for work on a nonsafety-related reactor feed pump. On
November 4, 1993, signatures in job steps 16, 20, 40, and attachment #1
step 40 were falsified. A review of this work activity did establish
that the specified QC inspection had in fact been performed. However,
the QV signatures were not remade in the original MWR, but were
falsified by the maintenance foreman.

In reviewing both MWRs, the licensee concluded there was no impact to
the equipment. The maintenance foreman stated that he had felt pressure
from maintenance management, as well as self imposed pressure, to speed
up the review and closure of MWRs.

4.0 Corrective Actions

After the maintenance foreman admitted to the falsifications, the
licensee broadened its review of MWRs to include those worked and closed
by the mechanical maintenance department between October 1,1993, and
February 10, 1994. From this population,168 MWRs were selected for ,

detailed review. In this population of 168, 26 MWRs were worked on by )
the maintenance foreman. No other instances of falsified signatures
were identified. Twenty-five additional MWRs were randomly selected
from this time period and no problems were found. All of the other
maintenance department foremen were interviewed to determine if they
were aware of any other instances of signature falsifications. None
were identified.

Additionally, site management met with all managers and directors and
reviewed this event as well as three other falsification events within
the previous 4 months. Direction was given for these supervisors to
meet with all of their employees in small groups and to reiterate and
reinforce the licensee's zero tolerance policy on falsifications.

5.0 Conclusion

Title 10 of the Code of Federal-Regulatfons, Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, requires attivities affecting quality be prescribed by
documented instructions and procedures and be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions and procedures. Licensee procedure CPS 1501.02,
" Conduct of Maintenance," paragraph 2.2.9, requires that sign off_of a
QC (quality control) hold, witness, verification, or inspection point be
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done by Quality Verification personnel. The falsification of a QV
inspector's signatures in MWR D54383, job step 7B was a violation of
Criterion V (461/94008-01(DRP)).

6.0 Exit Interview

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in
paragraph 1 at the conclusion of the inspection on May 16, 1994. The
inspectors summarized the purpose and scope of the inspection and the
findings. The inspectors also discussed the likely infctmational
content of the inspection report, with regard to docume.its or processes
reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection. The licensee did not
identify any such documents or processes as proprietary.
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